Abstract-We present our graph matching approach for 3D facial feature localisation. The work here uses a basic graph model (three vertices and three arcs) to locate the inner eye corners and the nose tip simultaneously. We intend to extend this to a larger set of the eleven features that exist in our ground truth of the Face Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC) database. We apply the structural matching algorithm "relaxation by elimination" using a simple "distance to local plane" node property and a "Euclidean distance" arc property. After the graph matching process has eliminated unlikely candidates, the most likely feature combination (left eye, right eye and nose tip) is selected, by exhaustive search, as the minimum Mahalanobis distance over a six dimensional space, corresponding to three node variables and three arc variables. Our results on the 3D FRGC database are presented and discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic facial feature (landmark) localisation is an important component in many face processing applications, such as face tracking, face modelling, animation, expression analysis, face identification and face verification. Eye centres are suitable facial features for location when 2D intensity images are used, because of their dark, uniform texture and rounded shape. Similarly, the nose-tip is often quoted as the most distinctive feature in 3D images [10] . However, eye centres tend to be locally flat in 3D, whereas the inner eye corner is often highly concave, especially in Caucasian racial types, making them more distinctive on the 3D facial surface. Furthermore, it has been shown [14] that the area between the eyes and the nose of the human face is more distinctive for recognition using 3D data, and it has been proved robust in presence of facial expressions [ 11 ] .
In this paper, we provide a solution to the facial feature (landmark) localisation problem using 3D data, initially focussing on the largely rigid triplet of landmarks that consists of the inner eye corners and the nose tip.
There are relatively few techniques proposed in the literature to automatically locate facial landmarks using 3D only. Conde and Serrano [3] use spin images and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers to locate the nose and the eyes. In Xu et al [6] , a 3D nose tip approach is presented. Here the SVM is used in a hierarchical filtering scheme and 99.3°O successful nose tip localisations were reported, although testing was not done on widely used benchmark datasets. Different pose-dependent approaches for 3D feature location have been reported using the FRGC database [11] - [13] , and still some problems are noted due to shirt collars and hair styles present in the dataset. In other papers [8] , [9] , alternative pose-dependent approaches to localise facial features or the face are presented (using a variety of databases). A similar approach to our work is reported by Colombo et al [2] , where the same three features are located simultaneously using curvature of the face. However, our technique is different in essence and it is tested using the FRGC benchmark database.
In the work of Segundo et al [7] , 99.90o successful landmark detection is reported using the FRGC database, but it is a technique constrained to a facial frontal pose. We are presenting an approach robust to pose and facial expression variations which uses distinctive shape features.
Our final objective is a graph matching approach robust to extreme pose and facial expression variations, which is relevant to unconstrained face recognition [1] , [5] . The preliminary results presented here are motivating and guiding our future work toward that final objective.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Our experimental design is detailed in section 2. Results are presented in section 3. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in section 4.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Our complete experiment is outlined in figure 1 . In summary, we analyzed the FRGC database and collected pre-processed data, namely distance to local plane (DLP), from down-sampled 3D data, using a down-sample factor of 4. We also manually verify 2D-3D correspondence in the FRGC database in order to be able to collect ground-truth landmarks localisations using shape and intensity images simultaneously. Separate training and testing sets were defined within the FRGC data. After our feature localisation process has finished, performance results are collected by comparing the localised feature landmarks against our ground-truth data.
A. Benchmark database (FRGC)
The FRGC database contains the largest 3D face dataset that is widely available to the research community. In it, there are 4,950 shape images and each of these has an associated intensity image. The subject motion can cause poor registration between the intensity and its shape counterpart [16] . For an objective performance evaluation, we manually eliminated from the FRGC database those files with a visually poor 2D-3D correspondence. We visually verified correspondence using a composed image which effectively is an orthographic projection of the 3D data into 2D (the z dimension is discarded). Figure 2 shows an example, where the 3D projection is visually observed as a blue translucent film layer over the intensity image. Poor registration is visually identified if there is a mismatch between this projection and the intensity image. Table II shows a summary of files with correspondence between its shape and intensity images. Note that records with extreme lighting variations are difficult to verify using this technique and so those files are not considered in our experimentation. C. Data pre-processing The FRGC database was collected using a resolution of 640 by 480; which is standard for intensity images, but rather high resolution for 3D processing. We firstly down-sampled data by a factor of four, so that a typical batch processing job on a FRGC 3D dataset using MATLAB was generally achievable in an overnight processing session. We chose a down-sample factor of four, as our preferred trade-off between 3D shape resolution and processing-time.
Even under controlled illumination for a given sensor, it is common for 3D errors to occur in and around the facial regions, for example due to the poor reflectivity of hair [15] . These errors consist of spikes, pits (negative spikes) and holes (data absence). To overcome these problems, a basic data filtering step was used as a pre-process on our training data. This consisted of first spike/pit elimination (thus creating extra holes), followed by interpolation over all holes. D. Ground-truth data collection
For an objective performance evaluation, it is necessary to have a good ground-truth to estimate the error in feature localisation. However, the FRGC database is only provided with limited ground-truth data (4 landmarks). We felt that we needed more facial landmarks in our ground truth dataset (we marked up 11 landmarks) and that this data needed to be more meticulously populated.
As mentioned before, the most distinctive facial features of the face are the eyes and the nose, for this reason we focus our attention on them. The anatomy of the face, specifically its bone structure, divides the face in two parts: rigid (largely) and non-rigid. A complete approach needs to consider both areas and their features, for this reason we selected 11 landmarks: eye corners, nose-bridge, nose-tip, mouth corners and the chin. Figure 3 and table III illustrate these ground-truth feature points.
To obtain our ground-truth data we take advantage of both intensity and shape images. Eleven facial feature points were collected by very carefully manually clicking on enlarged intensity images and then computing the corresponding 3D point using the registered 3D shape information. We use a dual (2D and 3D) view to verify 2D-3D landmark correspondences. Fig. 3 . Landmarks manually collected. In this paper only 3 landmarks were used, but we will extend our graph model to use all eleven landmarks in future work.
E. Data representation
Our graph matching approach is flexible and different features can be used to represent the nodes and the arcs. We begin by exploiting "distance to local plane" (DLP) as our node representation, because it is stable, computationally inexpensive and can be implemented with any linear algebra package.
As illustrated in figure 4 , for each point in one point cloud we can find its neighbouring points x = {x1, x2, , xn} lying Hence, X is a 3 by 3 positive semi-definite matrix, we within a sphere of radius r and centred at this point. Let 'z be the plane that better fit the neighbouring set X with To do this we use a structural graph matching algorithm known as relaxation by elimination (RBE) [4] , and in our implementation, we divide this into four steps: 1) Initialisation, 2) Generation, 3) Iteration and 4) Selection, as shown in figure 6 .
Initialisation populates an initial candidate list for each of the three nodes, based on the Mahalanobis distance of the DLP value, using the appropriate mean and variance from the training data. For a data vertex to become a candidate its Mahalanobis distance must be less than three.
After that, binary arrays are created (generation) to represent pairwise 'Euclidean distance' relationships between nodes and arcs in our model. We refer to these binary arrangements as contextual support relationship (CSR) matrices and we have three in our model:
CSRIeftEye-rightEye [ Finally, the best combination is selected by exhaustive search of the remaining possible candidate triplets. This is done by computing the Mahalanobis distance in the multivariate (6-DOF) feature space [DLP_leftEye, DLP_rightEye, DLP_noseTip, E_left-right, E_left-nose, EBright-nose]. Again, the mean and covariance matrices are determined from the training data. If the node triplet with the minimum Mahalanobis distance has a distance value of less than 3, this triplet is retained as a successful graph matching output. Otherwise, remaining candidates after relaxation are considered false positives. These are deleted and the process is restarted from the generation stage, as shown by the dotted line in figure 6 . Note that this happens in less than 1% of our 3D test images. 
III. RESULTS
Our graph matching approach was tested in two scenarios, considering both variations in depth and facial expression. The FRGC database is already divided in this way and we adopted them as they are. Naturally, there are variations in illumination and small variations in pose.
A. Scenario #1. Depth variations, neutral expressions Although the Spring-2003 subset was created under controlled illumination and generally neutral expressions, large variations in depth are presented. This subset originally consists of 943 files, 200 were used to train our system and 509 were used for testing. The rest were not considered because they showed poor 2D-3D correspondence.
We gather results by computing the root mean square (RMS) error of the automatically localised landmarks with respect to the landmarks manually labelled in our ground truth. Remember that localisation is done at the 3D vertex level and we are using a down-sample factor of four on the FRGC dataset, which gives a typical distance between vertices of around 3-5mm. This has implications on the achievable localisation accuracy. We set a distance threshold (mm) and if the RMS error is below this threshold, then we label our result as a successful localisation. Then, by varying this distance threshold, we can observe how the percentage of successful localisations changes for each feature, as shown in Figure 7 . This allows us to present results which are not dependent on a single threshold and indicates two distinct phases in the success rate: (i) a rising phase where an increased RMS distance threshold masks small localisation errors at the "down-sample 4" resolution, and (ii) a plateau in the success rate, where an increased RMS threshold does not give a significant increase in the success rate of localisation. This indicates the presence of gross errors in localisation. Of course, it is useful to choose some RMS threshold values and quote performance figures. A sensible place to choose the threshold is close to where the graph switches from the rising region to the plateau region. Using this idea, we note that 80% ofthe eye-corners and nose-tip are localised around 12 and 15 millimetres respectively. Figure 8 summarises the performance of this scenario using the criteria in 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . 13 and 14. Results in this scenario demonstrate our approach's robustness to facial expression variations, an example from this dataset is shown in figure 9- 
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented our graph matching approach, which is robust to facial expression variations, as shown by our results on the Fall-2003 and Spring-2004 subsets. Results from the Spring-2003 subset show a lower performance. In this subset, there are many features in the upper torso area, such as shirt collars, which have similar descriptor values to the facial landmarks that we seek. We aim to address this problem by implementing a more sophisticated approach, using a richer set of descriptors within the graph matching process.
We have presented results with the most commonly used benchmark database. In future, we aim to extend our model to consider more facial features (e.g. mouth-corners, chin). Finally, a more advanced stage in our research will include dealing with self occlusion and the associated absence of data, such as occurs in profiled poses.
